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Electricity Questions
Units 1

Mains Electricity 1

Energy and Voltage in Circuits 3

Electric Charge 7

Units

What are the units of the following electrical quantities?

Current

Charge

Energy

Resistance

Time

Voltage or potential difference.

Power



Mains Electricity

Write down a few domestic appliances.

What does wire insulation prevent?

Explain what is meant by double insulation.

Draw the symbol for double insulation.

How does Earthing an appliance work?

What is a fuse and how does it work?

Draw the symbol for a fuse?

Explain how a circuit breaker works.



What happens to a resistor when a current flows through it? How can this
be put to use?

Write down an equation to calculate electrical power using current and
potential voltage. Remember that potential difference is just an alternative
word for voltage.

State all units and rearrange in all ways for the equation in question 10.

How can this equation be used to calculate fuse values?

Write down an equation that links energy transferred, current, voltage and
time. Rearrange the equation in all ways and state the units and symbols
for each one.

What is the difference between a.c. electricity and d.c. electricity? Which is
supplied by a cell or battery and which is supplied by the mains electricity?



Energy and Voltage in Circuits

Is a series circuit or parallel circuit better for domestic lighting?
Explain your answer.

How does the current in a series circuit change when there is
more applied voltage?

How does the current change in a series circuit when more
components are added?

How does current change with voltage for a wire, filament lamp,
diode and resistor?

How can current change with voltage be investigated
experimentally?



What happens to the current in a circuit if the resistance
changes?

Explain how resistance changes with illumination for a
light-dependent resistor.

Explain how resistance changes with temperature for a thermistor.

How can lamps and LEDs be used to indicate the presence of a
current in a circuit?

Rearrange the equation voltage = current ✕ resistance.

What are the units of voltage, current and resistance?

What is current the rate of flow of?



Explain the equation Q = I × t.

Rearrange the above equation in all ways.

Copy and complete the following sentence:  electric current in
__________ _____________ conductors is a flow of negatively
charged _____________.

Explain with a branching diagram that current is conserved at a
junction in a circuit.

What can you say about the voltage across two components
connected in parallel?



How can you calculate the currents, voltages and resistances of
two resistive components connected in a series circuit?

Finish of this sentence: voltage is the energy transferred per
__________________.

Complete this sentence: the volt is a joule per ____________.

Consider the equation: energy transferred = charge × voltage.
What are the units of energy, charge and voltage?

What are the symbols for energy, charge and voltage?

Rearrange the above equation all ways.



Electric Charge

This section is only for Phyiscs only (not Double Award) hence in
bold.

What is the difference between a conductor and an
insulator?

Write down some examples of conductors and insulators.

Describe a practical to investigate how insulating materials
can be charged by friction.

How are materials charged negatively?
How are materials charged positively?

Describe the forces between like and unlike charges.



Explain some dangers of static electricity for instance
refuelling.

Explain how photocopiers and inkjet printers use static
electricity.


